
Category: Technical: Dribbling and RWB
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Pro-Club: Steel Sports
Keith Mccready, Kingston, United States of America

Canton Youth Soccer - Skill Development

Set Up
Small field 20x20, 2 gates/goals at each end.
Players are divided into 2 teams. Each memeber in these teams
gets a numbers. Coach calls out a number and those correpnding
players sprint to the end cone and enters the field. Coach serves a
ball into the middle to initiate 1v1.
Give each pairing at least one go at 1v1.
You can then call numerous number from each team to enter the
field. If using cones/gates, to score encourage them to dribble the
ball over the line.
Coaching points:
Dribbling in a crowd vs running with the ball
vision
small steps on the turns
change in direction and speed
Commit defender.
Questions-
Where are the defenders and the space?
Can you attack with speed?

Numbers (15 mins)

Defender D passes to Attacker A.
A attempts to dribble through either of the 2 goals.
D defends.
Attacker tries to get defender off balance.
Use moves (scissors,v moves, inside ouside)
Attack space
change of Speed/ direction

Y shape attacking (20 mins)

Red passes ball to blue and immediatley becomes a defender
Blue has to try and score by dribbling through either of the 2 gates.
Game is over and players switch lines after goal or ball goes out of
bounds.
Coaching Points
Recieve with a good first touch towards goal.
Changes of direction and speed to decieve defender.
Use moves to put defender of balance.

Running with Ball/Dribbling (20 mins)



Set Up:
1v1 practice. Player one has to pass the ball through defenders
legs and then get it on the other side and try to score on
goal/endzone with the defender in the way. Once the ball goes
through the defenders legs they have to try and react, get the ball
and dribbling over the end line in front of them.
If the passing player wins the ball they turn and try and get it
passed the defender.
Coaching Points-
Quick reactions from both players
Defender getting the ball dribbles with speed, pressure from
behind
Attacking player turns ball and tries to get around the defender -
Timing of when to attack, find the gap/space, attack with speed.

Reactions (15 mins)

Set Up: Fake out break out
Players playing 1v1 to two side cones without ball. Player gets a
point if they touch the cone before defender. Then Swap
Progression Add Ball
Progression- Attacking player gets 1 point for side cone and 3 of
goal but defender can steal and attack the other goal
Aim:Practice 1v1 attacking
Coaching Points:
Which part of foot to use to dribble
Dribble for speed
Dribble to protect
Dribble to penetrate

Fake Out Break Out (15 mins)

Players dribble around in the square. On command catchers can
go in and kick players ball from square. Once your ball is out you
become a catcher. Last player in square with ball is the winner.
Coaching Points:
-Encourage the players to beat defenders rather than simply
shield the ball.
- Can they do movesto avaid defenders

Knock Out (10 mins)



Set Up:
Players in pairs, 2 cones, 10 yds apart. One player on each cone.
Aim:
On 'Go' Players begin speed dribbling, (specify clockwise or
counter-clockwise) around the cones. Aim is to catch up with and
tag partner. Once you have tagged your partner you win.
Ladder competition - new opposition each time. Winners move to
the left, other player moves to the left.
Ensure players get adequate rest in between turns to maintain
quality.
Coaching Points:
- Minimal touches between cones
- tight turns - close control
- Speed to cones - slow down to round the cone then accelerate
out to explode away.

Ball Mastery
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